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CDG’s Terminal Working Group 
Device Aggregation  

Initiatives  
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Potential Sources of Aggregation Supply 

•  Source 1: Encouraging large operators to share supply chain 
efficiencies with smaller operators outside of region 

•  Source 2: CDG and Carriers specify common required handsets to 
have sourced for worldwide distribution 
–  Handsets based on requirements established by industry through Global 

Handset Requirements for CDMA (GHRC) effort 
–  Establish a process to select vendors and distribute handsets 
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Supply Source 1: Tapping into  
Carrier Handset Supply 
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Objectives    
n  CDG carrier members representing various markets globally 

cooperating together to align their device needs 
 
n  Opportunity for each carrier to get greater economies of scale, 

thus enabling them to benefit from reduced device pricing  

GOAL:   
 
Improved pricing and terms available for CDMA2000 devices 
across the globe 
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Process steps 
n  Identify 5-6 devices which the carrier group buy in volume that are 

likely to be popular in other markets globally 

§  Consider any technical challenges such as language, RUIM versus 
non RUIM, API, UI, OTA provisioning, and discuss with the device 
vendors how to overcome 

n  CDG device experts contact CDMA2000® carriers around the world 
to gauge their interest and estimated volume requirements for the 
5-6 selected devices 

n  Engage with a Distributor and agree transfer pricing, customization 
criteria, software re-flash, shipping methods, etc. 

  
n  Distribute device samples for network testing, 3rd party  

approvals 
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Sample Device Selection    

Model A Very low end color (4K or 65K) bar terminal 
1x voice & SMS only (max memory 16/4 or 32/8) 

Model B Low end color (65K TFT) bar terminal 
1x voice & data (max memory 64/32) 

Model C Mid end color (QUGA) bar terminal, multi-band (450, 800 & 1900) 
1x voice & EV-DO Rev. A data (memory 128 or 256) 

Model D EV-DO Rev. A Smartphone, Blackberry 
Model E EV-DO Rev. A Smartphone, Android UI 
Model F EV-DO Rev. A Smartphone or Tablet 
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Supply Source 2:  
Common Specifications and  

Platform Harmonization  
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Aggregation Process 
-  Prioritize product requirements 
-  Select 2-3 suitable vendors to approach by product category 
-  Collect volume interest 

-  Set date to meet with the selected vendors to outline the 
requirements 

-  Working group shall issue RFI to selected handset suppliers 
with detailed product specifications 

-  Nominated Operators meet with the nominated suppliers to 
review responses to RFI.   

-  Operators review the RFI responses and terms 
-  Each Operator makes a decision about their interest and 

volume commitment 
-  Operators issue orders coordinated via the TWG 

-  As the aggregated demand passes each step pricing tier, the 
aggregation group will coordinate with the vendor to ensure 
rebates are given to the participating carriers 
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14.4kbps Packet Data 

1x Data (153kbps) 

•  Phone Specs 

–  VLE1: Voice/SMS/Monochrome display/Poly Ringtone 

–  LE1: VLE1 + 1x Data + Content Download   

–  ME1: LE1 + Camera + MP3 + MMS 

–  ME2: LE1 + DO + BT – REV A 

–  DM VL1:  CDMA1x + GSM (VLE1 + GSM) – 1x 

–  DM ME2:  CDMA1x & EV-DO + GSM (ME2 + GSM) – Rev A 

–  1xEV-DO modem EVDO Rev. A 

Common Specification &  
Platform Harmonization 
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•   VLE1 Phone Features 
–  Voice (1x) & SMS 
–  14.4 Packet Data (FCH only, SO 33) 

circuit switch 
–  Poly Ringtone download (BREW 

reduced feature implementation) 
–  Color Display – 4k or 65k 
–  EVRC 
–  Language: Local language support 
–  Phonebook: 200+ 
–  Standby Time: 250 Hrs+ 
–  Talk Time: 3 Hrs+ target 

–  Memory: Lowest cost (16/4 or 
32/8) 

•  Storage: 20 SMS 
•  Embedded Ringtones 
•  Embedded Games 

–  Stubby antenna/intenna 
–  R-UIM option 
–  Vibrating Alert 
–  Mono Headset Jack 
–  Bar type ID 
–  Removable Battery 
–  DC Jack for charging 

VLE1 – (Very Low End) High Level Feature List 
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Example 
Vendor X offers the following step pricing for a VLE1 device 
 
 0-199K $28 

200K-399K $26 
400K-600K $23 
600K+ $20 

•  TWG carriers issue initial orders at $28 
•  Aggregated orders exceed 200K pcs. 
•  TWG coordinates with vendor to arrange for a rebate to be  

issued to participating carriers of $2 x’s the number of units 
ordered 

•  If subsequently the total aggregated orders exceed 400K, 
 the TWG coordinates with the vendor to arrange for a rebate 
 to be issued to participating carriers of $3 x’s the number of  
 units ordered, and so forth 


